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FLUCTUATIONS IN ABUNDANCE OF COLUMBIA RIVER CHINOOK
SALMON (ONCORHYNCHUS TSCHAWYTSCHA), t"935-45

By RALPH P. SILLIMAN, Aquatic Biologist

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service
is charged by statute with the responsibility of
reviewing plans for all water-use projects of the
Federal Government, in order to determine their
effect on populations of fish arid to provide for
the protection of these populations. Where runs
of anadromous fish in the Columbia River Basin
are concerned, the function has three primary as
pects: (1) the determination of the species and
size of the particular runs affected; (2) the ascer
tainment of the types of fish protective devices, if
any, needed and the economic feasibility of these;
and (3) the evaluation of the success of fish pro
tective devices by comparison of the size of the
runs llefore and after construction of dams and
other such works. The present study is concerned
with the most abundant of the Columbia River
anadromous fish, the chinook (spring or king)
salmon, Oncorhynchus t8chawyt8cha.

In brief, the purposes of this report are to (1)
present a detailed description of a method of cal
culating catch-per-unit-of-effort, for use in ex
tending the present series of data both forward
and Backward; (2) indicate a method of deriving
from the calculated catch-per-unit values a meas
ure of abundance; and (3) make a preliminary ap
praisal of the importance of the various factors
affecting abundance.

During the years in which the Fish and Wildlife
Service and its predecessor the Bureau of Fisheries
have carried on studies of Columbia River salmon,
an enormous mass of statistical data on fish pro
duction has been accumulated, covering deliveries
of 4 species of salmon and the steelhead trout to
some 100 receiving stations along the commercial
fishing zone of the river, and extending in time
from 1897 through 1945. It is olDvious that one
worker (the author) , with limited assistunce, could
gain useful information from such an accumu
lation of material only by limiting strictly the
scope of the investigation. The study was, there-
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fore, much restricted as to period covered, the
area of the river included, the nmnber of receiving
stations within that area., the number of fishermen
whose records were used, and the types of gear
covered.

In relation to period of time, the most recent
information is of course alwa.ys of the great.est
interest. The source data available in 1946 (when
the study was started) ended with the 1940 fishing
season; further original records were subsequently
obtained ~ringing .the series up to the most recent
season for which the material was available, 1945.
Calculations were carried backward as far as time
availaBle for calculations J.fermitted-to the season
of 1935.

As to area, the study was limited to deliveries
made to those receiving stations of one large can
nery which were located in statistical zone 1 (as
established by the States of Washington and Ore
gon) of the commercial fishing area. This statis
tical zone (figure 1) includes the lowermost waters
of the Columbia, opposite Pacific County, Wash.,
and contains the river's greatest concentration of
fishing effort. It is subject to large tidal influence,
and in reality is 1110re of an estuary than a section
of the river proper.

Gill nets (drift) constitute the most important
form of gear on the Columbia; landings from this
gear formed two-thirds of the total catch landed
in the river during the,decade 1935 through 1944.
Because of the previously mentioned necessity for
restricting the scope of the study, therefore, all
calculations were based on gill-net data. Further
more, the analysis was confined to the most con
sistent fishermen among the group delivering to
the selected stations (this is explained in greater
detail in the section, Selection of Fishermen, under
the Computation of Catch-per-Unit-of-E:ffort).

The general effect of the above restrictions is
to confine the study to a measure of the size of the
runs of chinook salmon as they enter the Colum-
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SCALE OF MIL ES
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FIGURE I.-Commercial fishing area of the Colnmbia Ri vel', statistical zones, and some fish-receiving stations
(round dots).

bia River. It is important to recognize here that
any effect of the currently (1949) large, ocean
troll-fishery will have taken place before the
measure occurs. This troll fishery is considered at
length in another report (Silliman 1948), but it
will suffice here to remark that in general its in
tensity seems to parallel that of the river fishery.
To the extent that this seeming parallelism repre
sents the true state of affairs, the river catch-per
unit will represent accurately the relative abun
dance of the runs as they enter the river, and it
is relative abundance with which this study is
chiefly concerned. The measurement of absolute
abundance, of course, will require the addition to
the river measurement of some estimate (such as
that made in Silliman, loco cit.) of the troll catch.

Many members of the Fish and Wildlife Serv
ice, both present and former, have helped me with

this study. These include Harlan E. Johnson,
John I. Hodges (now with the Oregon Fish Com
mission), Harold A. Gangmark, and Leonard A.
Fulton, all of whom performed compilations and
calculations; Floyd G. Bryant, who furnished in
formation about the fishery; Mitchell G. Hanavan,
who gave freely of advice on many phases of the
biology of the salmon; and Elizabeth Vaughan,
who counseled me on statistical matters.

I am grateful to the various canning companies
on the Columbia River for their cooperation in
making available to me the records of their opera
tions, to the Fisheries Departments of Oregon and
1Vashington for commercial catch data., and to
1Villiam E. Ricker of Indiana University for re
view of the section on Estimation of Total
Abundance.
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COMPUTATION OF CATCH-PER-UNIT-OF-EFFORT

TABLE i.-List at 't-day periads 1tsed a.s tJ.me-units in the
catch-pel"-·un.it-af-effart caZcuZation.s

(loo. oit.) has established a series of 1-day periods
beginning with May 1, and this series will be used
herein. The May-September fishing season con
tains 22 such periods (table 1), No. ~2 ending on
October 1 (the day October 1 has been included in
all calculations in order to make the last period
complete) •

In contradistinction to the legal fishing seasons
noted, certain large and obvious fluctuations in
the eatch during the fishing season have been rec
ognized by fishery biologists and have led them to
speak of at least three separate chinook-salmon
runs. These are more readily apparent for data
from early seasons, before certain of the runs were
redueed in abundanee, and can be seen in the graph
of daily average gill-net catches delivered to one
large cannery during the years 1926 through 1930
(fig. 2). Divisions have already been established
(Rieh 1942, table 13) between these, and are in
clicated on the graph.

The first mode or run apparently passes its peak
into the river during the April closed season.
Then, about the middle of June, a small peak
occurs. Finally, there is the large run whose peak
normally seems to occur during the August 25 to
September 10 dosed season. These three runs are
ordinarily called "spring run," "summer run,"
and "fall run"; they will be so referred to herein.
Incidentally, the May 20 to June 10 closed period
referred to above was imposed to protect the spring
run and summer run.

In the present analysis the following arbitrary
divisions of the data have been made : spring run,
weekly periods 1-4 (May 1 tllrough May 28);
Stlll1mer run, periods 5-13 (May 29 through July
30); fall run, periods 14-22 (July 31 through
October 1). The May ~8 and July 30 division
dates conform to those of Rich's (lor,. cit.) table 12.

L May I-May 7.
2 . May S-May 14.
3 May 15-May 21.
4 May 22-May 28.
5 11,by 29-Jun~ 4.
6 June 5-Jl1ne 11.
7 June 12-.Tune 18.
8 June 19-Jl1ne 25.
9 June 26-.Tuly 2.
10 July 3-July P.
11 July 10-July 16.

Dates includedPeriod No.

12 July 17-Jllly 23.
13 July 24-Jllly 30.
14 July 31-Aug. 6.
15_______________ Aug. 7-Aug. 13.
16_______________ Aug. 14-Aug. 20.
17 Aug. 21-Aug. 27.
18 Aug. 28-S~pt. 3.
19 Sept. 4-Sept. 10.
20.______________ Sept. ll-Sept. 17.
21. Sept. IS-Sept. 24.
22_______________ Sept. :l5-0ct. 1.

Dates InrJudedPeriod No.

Type oC Record

Selection of Season and Time Unit

Prior to 1943, fishing in the river was permitted
the year-round except during March and April,
and from August 25 to September 10. During
the years 1943 through 1945, an additional closed
period, May 20 to June 10, was in effect. In the
trade the period from May 1 to August 25 is
known as the spring season, and after September
10 as the fall season. Besides these closed seasons,
there is a weekly closed period from 6 p. m. Satur
day to 6 p. m. Sunday, during the spring season.

Most of the season's catch (95 percent for the
period of this study) is landed during the months
of May through September; in order to Save time
and to eliminate' straggling season's-end catches,
the analysis was limited to those 5 months.

Because of the Sunday elosure during the spring
season and because of a weekly cyc1ic fluctuation
in the catches (Rich 1942: 128) it is desirable to
subdivide the season into weekly time units. Rich

SOURCE DATA

The original rae.ords upon which the analysis
was based consisted of cannery ledgers in which
were entered .the daily deliveries of individual
gill-net fishermen. These fishermen (a more com
plete description of the gill-net fishery is given in
Craig and Hacker 1940: 165,182) ope.rate gasoline
powered boats of characteristic type about 30 feet
long. They set their nets alone or with one as
sistant, and are usually aided by a power-driven
roller or net puller. The nets llre of two types.
Floater nets (used mostly near the mouth of the
river) are simple walls of webbing constructed to
float at the surface. Diver nets (the most efficient
and popular form) are constructed to just touch
the bottom, and usually are equipped with tram
mels of very large mesh through which the fish
push the main net and get themselves caught in a
bag. Both types are about 1,500 feet long and 20
feet deep, and are set at right angles to the direc
tion of the current and allowed to drift with it.

Most of the fishing is done at night, the fisher
man leaving in the evening (the exact time
depending on the tidal stage) and returning in
the morning to deliver his catch. Thus, each de
livery record normally represents one night's
fishing.
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and 100; a sample of 30 is considered t,he smallest
to which large sample variabilit.y will apply, while
100 appeared to be a fully adequate sample size
for the data used. Unfortunafely, the number
for tIle spring senson of the 1944--45 comparison
fell to 27, due to a change in the method of making
entries in the cannery ledger. It was not deemed
wort.hwhile, however, in view of the small size of
the deficiency, to introduce nonuniformity by using
a different criterion for 1944--45, or to change the
criterion for the entire series of seasons to bring
the sample size up for this one comparison.

500,.....---------------...,
tl;PRINGI t
I RUN" "sUMMER RUN" I

400 I
~ I m,

~ I II
~OO I
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~ I g
u •
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OSlO 15 ' 20 25 30
WEEK NUMBER

FIGURE 2.-Weekly average size of daily delivery of
chinook salmon to a number of Columbia River re
ceiving stations. 1926-30, by gill-net fishermen (for
dates included in weekly p£'riods (table 1».
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I Method of comparison is described in the section, Use of Chain-Link
Method.

USE OF THE CHAIN-LINK METHOD

As indicated under Type of Record therE'- are
two major types of gill nets in use for catching
chinook salmon in the lower Columbia Rive,r.
There are innumerable variations of these, how
ever, depending on the ideas and resources of the
individual fishermen; boats also vary c.onsiderably
as to size, power of engine, hull form, and equip
ment. Finally. fishing abilities, localities, and
habits vary widely among the group of selected
fishermen.

As indicateel in table 2, t.he sample size moved
upward above 100 for the 1936-37 and 1937-38
spring c.omparisons. To save time in c.alc.ulation,
the number was reduced by discarding a sufficient
number of fishermen at random to bring it below
100. In order not to disturb the natural relation
ship between spring and fall seasons, an equiv
alent proportion of the number of fishermen was
discarded from the fall sample for the t.wo com
parisons. The actual sample sizes used are shown
in table 2.

Selection of Fishermen

The aim in selecting fishermen whose re,cords
were to be used in the analysis was not to obtain
a representative sample of the population of fish
ermen, but rather to choose fishermen whose
catches would constitute a representative sample
of the population of ehiuook salmon. Obviously,
the most consistent fishermen would be most likely
to obtain the best sample of the population (in
consistent fishermen tend to fish only during good
fishing periods, and thus to oversample the most
abundant parts of the run). The criterion of
consistency was that a fishermanlllust. have made,
during each of a given pair of years, at least one
landing during each month.,of the spring season
or at least one landing during the fall season, and
must not have made any landings outside of
zone 1.

It is evident from the above that two groups of
fishermen were selected, one for the spring season
and the other for the fall. This was done pur
posely, since the fishery tends to change character
between the two seasons. Many spring fishermen
do not fish in the fall, and vice versa.

When the arbit.rary criterion was applied to
the available data, it was found that the number
of fishermen so selected varieel from 27 to 117 for
the spring and from 30 to 92 for the fall season
(table 2). In setting up the criterion the objec
tive had been to keep the sample size between 30

1935-36._. _
1931}-37 _
1937-38... _
1938--39 _
1939-4(L. . .
19.fO-·I1 ... _. __ . __ ._. __ • _
1941--42.. _
1942-43 ' .
19.f3--44_.. . . .
1944-45__ . .. __ .

46
117
106
85
74
55
49
48
34
27

46
97
94
85
74
55
49
48
34
27

30
55
43
45
84
68
79
92
72
66

30
46
39
45
84
68
79
92
72
66
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It is thus well-nigh impossible to set up a unit
of-effort of uniform and unvarying catching abil
ity. However, since the attributes of a single fish
erman tend to be relatively constant from one
season to the next, it is possible to largely over
come the difficulty by comparing the performance
of each fisherman in a given 7-day period of one
season with his own performance in the corre
sponding 7-day period ()f an adjacent season.
This is the method of chain linkage or link rela
tives familiar to economists; full descriptions are
given in such statistical works as Croxton and
Cowden (1943: 616).

ESTIMATION OF ZERO CATCHES

As mentioned above, the catch of a fisherman
in a certain week of season A is compared in the
present study with his catch during the corre
sponding week of season B. This is tantamount
to calculating his catch per unit of effort for each
of the two weeks, since it is implicitly assumed
that the amount of effort expended is the same
for both weeks. It seems reasonably safe to thus
assume that, on the average, fishermen have put
forth the same amount of effort during corre
sponding weeks of adjacent seasons, providing
they made one or more catches during such weeks.
There are not, however, any records of unsuccess
ful fishing trips, so tllat the data are not applicable
to the situation where a fisherman made one or
more catches during a certain week of one season,
but did not make any catches during the corre
sponding week of an adjacent season. The ques
tion immediately arises, are such situations to be
expected in significant numbers W In other words,
is the number of zero catches great enough to be
considered ~

Examination of the frequency distributions of
numbers of deliveries per week throws light on
the above question. For instance, it is seen that
during week 3 of the 1940 spring season (fig. 3),
more than one-third of the fishermen who caught
anything at all made only one delivery, with the
occurrence of higher numbers of catches decreasing
regularly as the number increases. Under such
circumstances it seems practically certain that
there were some fishermen who fished and caught
nothing; it becomes necessary then to estimate
the number of such cases. Such an estimation
might be based on some assumed relation between
the number of single and zero deliveries, but such

a method would not be useful in connection with
our method of comparing the adjacent-season per
formance of individual fishermen. 'We need to
know not only how many fishermen fished during
a given week, but which fishermen.

40,.------------------w

z
~2
II:
III
x
C/)

ii:
20

II.
o
~

Z
III
~15
....
Go

2 3 4 5 6
NUMBER OF DELIVERIES

FIGURE 3.-Percentage distribution of numbers of de-.
liveries of chinook salmon made by 54 Columbia River
gill-net fishermen during week 3 (May 21-27) of the
1940 fishing season;

In setting up a rule for deciding which fisher
men fished each week, a helpful assumption may
be made. 'We may assume that it is extremely un
likely that any fisherman would fish as many as
three successive weeks without a catch; under such
circumstances he would probably drop out of the
fishery until fishing conditions had improved.
Taking this assumption as a basis we can list the
weekly catches of all of the fishermen of the group
considered and make the rule that a fisherman will
be assumed to have been fishing during a given
week even though he made no catches, if he made
one or more deliveries during the preceding or
succeeding week. To this we may add the re
quirement that at least 10 percent of the fishermen
making deliveries during the week in question
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have made only one delivery. This is based on
the idea that if 90 percent or more of the fishermen
made at least two deliveries, it is improbable that
there was a significant number of completely un
successful fishermen. We have, then, the follow
ing rule: A fisherman is considered to have fished
during a given week even though he made no de
liveries, if he made one or more deliveries during
the preceding or succeeding week, and at least 10
percent of the fishermen making deliveries during
the given week made only one delivery.

This rule was adopted with the full realization
that its use provides aJl approximate method only,
and introduces some error. Nevertheless, the
method should be sufficiently accurate where aver
ages only are dealt with (as is the intention in the
present analysis), even though in the cases of in
dividual fishermen wrong decisions are occasion
ally made. Further, the method is certainly
superior to completely disregarding zero catches,
and appears to be about the best practicable pro
cedure applicable to the available data.

When the actual calculations were being made
it was seen that application of the rule to the data
for the fall season would lead to highly erroneous
results. The reason for this lies in the fact that
near the end of the season fishermen are rapidly
dropping out of the fishery. Examination of the
data leads to the conclusion that in the fall the
fishermen stop fishing for chinook salmon as soon
as the catches begin to decrease markedly, so that
there is little likelihood of any significant number
of fishermen fishing as much as a week without
making catches. In view of this finding it was
decided not to attempt any estimation of zero fish
ing weeks dm-ing the fall season (weeks 20-22).

CALqULATION OF INDICES

Using tlle criterion of consistency and the
method of estimating zero catches described in the
preceding sections, it is possible to make a series
of individual fisherman-week comparisons for each
of the pairs of seasons used in the chain from 1935
to 1945. As an example, the tabulation for the
1935-36 spring run comparison is presented in
table 3. The sum of the four totals for 1935 is
50,942 pounds and for 1936 it is 47,462. Dividing
the latter sum by the former gives 0.9317 as the
ratio of 1936 to 1935 catch-per-unit-of-effort.
Calculations were similar for all other seasons,
except that no estimate of zero catches was in-

eluded for tlle fall season comparisons, as men
tioned under Estimation of Zero Catches (p. 370).
A summary of the resulting ratios is given in
table 4.

In order to calculate from the above ratios a
series of indices of ~atch-per-unit, the year 1940
was selected as a "base year." The actual cn,tch
per-fishermau-week was calculated for ea.ch pa.rt
of the season in this base year, and the correspond
ing parts of the other seasons were linked to 1940
by means of the ratios in table 4; the resulting
index values are given in table 5, and are shown
graphically in figure 4.

The catch-per-unit index, aIthough not a direct
measure of abundance as will be brought out be
low, is roughly indieative of broad changes. The

TABLE 3.-In·dh'Wtlal fisherrna.n.-tveeJo: conwarisona for the
1935-36 pall' of adjacent spring-run seasons. Zeros in
dicate tveeks 'in '/(,hich (ishel'lIla'n 'Was (lss'umed to 1Ia1'e
f1.shed 6l'cn tho'ugh he made no catches ((1.8 described
in text under "Estimation of Zero Gatches")

[Catches in parentheses are deleted bemuse there were no catches in the corre
sponding weeks of the a(lia~nt seasons with which to compare them)

Catches in pounds during week
Fishl'rmnn 1 (May 1-7) 2 (l\Iay 8-14) 3 (May 15-21) 4 (May 22-28)No.

1935 1936 1935 1936 1935 1936 1935 1936--------------1._. ________ • __ 653 GSO 334 496 61 204 216 364
2. _. _. ______ • __ 693 630 883 253 438 310 895 405
3 __ • ______ ._. __ ------- ------- CO} ------- 57 0 246 374__ • _._. _______ 2,008 1,702 1,900 528 478 392 917 4245 . __ .•________ 759 988 121 186 202 51 143 223
6_._ •• _. _______ 1,185 I, 64.~ 609 584 414 158 513 (jI',g
7 __ •••• ________ 0 5~.~ 216 212 431 191 847 99
8 ___ •______ ._._ 665 1,180 496 261 231 174 425 466
9. _•• ________ ._ --- -~ -- (0) 0 152 52 74 42 8910 __ ._.________ 77 40 0 103 83 0 22 85
11 __ ••••• ______ 1,128 1,594 38 360 188 21 36 601
12_ ••••• _•• ____ 857 688 166 475 237 275 248 186
13_••• _•• _._. __ 0 263 138 6.~6 0 216 142 162
14_. _. _. __ ••• _. 463 393 95 560 376 348 793 0
15___ ._._._ •• __

~ -- ---- (211) ------- (295) 0 48 175 149
16__ • __ ._._ •••• 526 1,094 581 251 387 279 702 233
17__ ••••••••• __ 26 76 (O) ------- ------- -~---~- 0 0
18•••• _•••••• __ -~_. --- (28) ------- --. ---- (0) -----.- 26 0
19_ ••• _. ___ •• __ 251 230 50 125 0 44 0 80
20___ ._._•••• _. .--. --- ---~ -.- -~ ----- --.---- 0 0 31 17
21. ________ ••• _ (154) - ------ (0) --- --.- .-. --.- (0) 0 14022. ___________ • 215 212 47 188 143 0 299 34
2.~ ___ • _____ •••• 478 487 146 215 0 55 143 305
24 _________ ._•• 1,065 543 160 245 83 209 4M 275
25_________ ._._ ------- ---.--- ----- .. ------- 0 100 562 47026 _______ • _____

- --- --- --. ---- --. ---- ------- 0 0 114 83
27___ • ___ ._•• __ 533 4113 231 292 80 0 73 62
28_._._. __ ••• __ 1,252 749 5.~2 6.';8 41l.~ 417 6I).~ 626
29.••• ___ •••• _. 5.~6 561 279 312 97 81 150 147
30_._. ___ ._•••• 462 807 111 137 286 70 241 129
31. • ___ ._._._•• ... ---- (0) ----- .. (396) 0 362 669 289
32___ •___ ._. __ • --- .--- (1)8) 0 61 51 123 239 155
33___ • ___ ._._•• 805 1,175 5.~4 194 313 187 573 323
34.•_______ ._•• 951 1,233 387 55 169 77 5M 726
35_________ ._._ 143 131 117 27 209 143 294 307
31i__ •• _._ •••••• 5211 762 212 272 142 335 405 186
37_._._._._••• _ (149) ----i05 (0) '--i37" ---4is- (0) 0 170
38_ ••• ___ ._•••• . -. --_ .. 0 38 0 305
39_ ••• _._._ •••• 2~ 87 54 158 0 8 ISO 88
40_________ ._._ 0 556 46 115 190 30 174 133
41. ._. _____ ••• _ (73) ------- (23) ------- 183 36 349 474
42_________ ._._ 62 832 467 174 141 273 616 366
43_________ ._._ 1,159 1,617 480 510 497 200 829 0
44_________ ._._ H2 0 0 171 301 0 428 231
45_. _______ •••• 215 218 471 G3 173 27 160 38
46_ ••• _._ •••••• (362) --- ---- (79) --- ---- 179 0 72 241

----------------
Total l .. ____ 18,548 22,249 9.901 9,166 7,783 5,556 14,710 10,491

1ExclUSive of strIke-outs.
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TABLE 4.-0at(!h-p6r-1/.n.i~of effort l'atios bet-!oCe11. {ish'ing
. seasons (Sea·80n ll/season '/1.-1)

the discrepancy may well be due to the difference
in method of calculation.

I Obtained by adding tholillked catches tor tho entire season before divid
ing.

Pounds per IIsherman-week tor-

Year Sl1nlmer Fall SeasonSpring May 29- July 31- May 1-May 1-28 July 30 Oct. 1 Oct 1
----

1935___ •_______• __ ._ 518 717 2,214 1,082
1936_______ •________ 483 532 1,307 751
1937___ •____________ 574 464 1,806 903
1938____ •___________ 443 351 1,418 701
1939_______________ • 352 443 1,725 8231940________________ 67 199 1.812 673
1941.. ____ •_________ 215 350 3.664 1,352
1942________ •_. _____ 162 326 3,589 1,310
1943______________._ 362 290 1, 684 691
1944____________ •• __ 192 299 2,595 971
1945______________ ._ 404 n9 2,541 922

TABLE 5.-Values Of efl.tch per (ts1l-e1'1/1.un-toeek inde:r.,
Oolumbia River c1li'lIoo1';-8ahnon om-net catclle8

On this point, I think that the increase in effi
ciency of gill-net operations on the lower Columbia
River from 1935 to 1945 was relatively slight.
Although the selected fishermen did undoubtedly
make minor improvements in their nets and boats,
the only betterments of any significance were the
increasing use of powerful, high-speed a.utomotive
type boat engines in place of the old slow-speed
low horsepower marine engines, and installation
of power rollers on some of the 74 percent (Craig
and Hacker 1940) of the boats which did not have
them in 1935. To offset this, some of the 64 per
cent (loe. ait.) two-man boats undoubtedly changed
to one-man operation (because it was more eco
nomical) .

Because of the peculiar nature of the Columbia
River gill-net fishery in zone 1, the extra speed
gll.ined by the installation of more powerful en
gines does not increase efficiency as much as it
might in other fisheries. The many fish-receiving
stations are so situated (fig. 1) that the fisherman

FACTORS INFLUENCING ACCURACY OF INDEX

Changes in Efficiency of Gear

Although the chain-link method used in the
above analysis eliminates the effect of variations in
fishing efficiency among fishermen, it does not of
course eliminate the effect of an increase in effi
ciency of an individual fisherman from one year
to the next. Since most fisheries are undergoing
some improvement in gear efficiency, the question
of the magnitude of the effect of such improvement
alwa.ys arises in considering the a.ccuracy of catch
per-unit indices like the present one.

SEASON,MAY I· OCT. I

"FALL~JULY 31- OCT.'

500

O~~__:~"*~~~~~~-~~~~_!:,.....,
1935 36 37 38 39ytgR41 42 43 44 45

season curve in figure 4 does not indicate any
marked trend upward or downward; although the
trend for spring and summer is generally down
ward, the reverse is true for fall. Insofar as the
spring runs are concerned this finding is in agree
ment with the statement of Rich (1942) that the
spring runs have declined to a much greater extent
than the fall runs. His arialysis of total catches,
however, indicated some decline in the fall also;

FIGURE 4.-Index of catch-pel'-unit-of-effort in zone 1 gill

net fishery for Columbia River chinook salmon.
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Seasons compared May 1-28 May 29-July 31-0ct.l May I-Oct.
30 1

1936-35_____ •_. _____ 0.9317 0.7424 0.5901 0.6943
19.17-36_____ . _. _. ___ 1.1878 .8714 1.3822 1.2029
1938-.17_____________ .7721 .7571 .7851 . 77f>f\
1939-38.._. _________ .7943 1.2613 1. 2169 1.1729
1940-39__ • ___ , __ , ___ .1905 .4498 1.0503 .8184
1941-40______ •_., ___ 3.~106 1. 7588 2.0017 2.0088
1942-41..___________ .7513 .9294 .9796 .9l\87
1943-42_____________ 2.2384 .8888 .4693 .5276
1944-43_.___________ .5311 1. 0324 1.5408 1.4049
194&-44_____________ 2.1024 .3996 .9791 .9495
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moors his boat and delivers his fish only a few
miles from where he catches them, so that the
time spent in straight (full speed) running or
"driving" to and from the fishing spot is relatively
small in relation to the length of the fishing night.
The only other driving is done between sets of
the net or drifts. On two separate fishing nights
observed by me, only 21 percent of the total time
of absence from port was spent in driving.

The effect of an increase in fishing intensity
during the IJeriod covered by the study would be
to make the catch-per-unit in the latter years
higher than it should be telative to the early years.
In view of the considerations mentioned above,
however, I do not feel that the effect could have
been large enough to seriously modify the results.

Ocean Troll Catch

The effect of the omission of high seas troll
catches from the analysis has been mentioned in
the introduction, and will be referred to again in
Discussion and Conclusions. It is noted here only
for emphasis.

Weighting of Data

Those statistieally inelined will have noted that
the method of calculating arithmetical averages
used in obtaining the cateh-per-unit index auto
matically weights the means aecording to the
amount caught during each paTt of the season.
On the whole this seems preferable to a system of
equal weights, since in general the largest catches
are made. when the largest runs are passing
through the fishery. In other words, it would not
appear to be desirable to give the small summer
run equal weight in determining the season's index
to that accorded the heavy fall run. Any number
of eomplicated systems for weighting data from
different parts of the season in various ways could
be devised, but in the absenee of sufficient justifi
cation for using them they have not been tried.

Short Weeks

Weekly periods adjacent to closed seasons do not
in all cases contain 7 days (for instance, period
17 actually contains only the 5 days August 21
25) and, therefore, do not always contain a Sun
day. Thus every 6 years (not 7 because of leap
years) there is one comparison for which week 17

of the first year will have 5 days and week 17 of
the second year will have 4 days. However, also
once every 6 years, there is a comparison in which
the reverse is true; thus tending to compensate
for the error introdueed.

It should be noted in this conneetion that Rich
(1942: 128) points out that the Sunday closed
period is offset to a large extent by increased
catches during the early days of the week.

Sources of Error

To recapitulate, changes in efficiency of gear,
fluetuations in the oeean troll catah, weighting of
data and unequal lengths of short weeks all have
some influence on the accuraey of the eatch-per
unit index. Of these, the troll fishery is the only
one I feel to IDe important, as the others tend to be
insignificant or compensatory in effect. Unfor
tunately, data are not now available by which the
effect of the troll fishery on the index can be ap
praised. Even if it should prove to have au im
pOl'taut effect, we still have a measure of catch
per-unit from the runs as they enter the river, and
this is valuable iu itself.

CALCULATION OF EFFORT EXPENDED

The applicatiou of modern methods of esthnat
ing abuudance requires data on the amount of fish
ing effort expended each seasou. This can read
ily be calculated ouce an index of catch-per-unit
of-effort is available simply by dividing the total
catch (table 6) by the catch-per-unit; The result
ing statistics will be in terms of the unit used in
the catch-per-unit calculation, or gill-net-fisher
man-weeks of the 1940 season in the present study.

Since the eatch-per-unit analysis was confined
to waters inside the mouth of the Columbia, only
the inside catches have been used in calculating
effort expended. The total amount of effort so
obtained actually includes that expended by traps,
seines, set nets, and dip bag nets; it is nevertheless
all expressed in gill-net units, just as the power of
a gasoline engine may be expressed in units of
horsepower.

In table 7 and figure 5 are given the calculated
amounts of effort expended (in the above men
tioned units) for each of the parts of the fishing
season, and for the entire year. The graphs of
figure 5 indicate that in general the trend of fish-
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I See table 6 for explanation of these seasons.

I Catch data were obtained from the fisheries departments of the State~ of
Ore.gon and Washington, wbieh sum them by calendar months, 'I'he months
Indicated vary only a few d:1Ys from tbc :1Ctualllcl'iods used in the cateb·per·
unit analysis (table 5),
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FIGURE 5.-Estimated fishing effort expended towal'd cap
ture of Columbia River chinook salmon inside the river,
in units of 1940 gill-net fishermen-weeks.

20

fort indicated for that year represented a real
increase.

As mentioned previously, a May 20 through
June 10 closed season was imposed beginning with
the year 1943, in order to protect the spring run
and summer run. It reduced the number of fish
ing days in spring by about 30 percent and in
summer by about 20 percent. Actually there was
a drop from 194~ to 1943 in fishing effort expended
for both spring and summer (fig. 5). It is also
evident from figure 5, however, that equally sharp
drops had occurred previously, so that there is
some question as to whether the reduction in effort
was really accomplished by shortening the season.
F1'om the biological standpoint, of course, the
closed season may well afford a measure of pro
tection to the very meager runs of May 20-June 10,
and if so is justifiable on this basis alone.

15,172
15,99S
18,604
12,598
13,701
13, no
23,617
19,061
11,547
14,30S
13,287

7,596
9.815

11,760
8,315
8,384

10.721
19,376
15,954
9,021

11,749
10,757

4,904
3,661
2,9'27
2,222
3,420
1,998
2.113
1,496

929
1,254

546

2,483
2,000
1,1'>08
1,708
1,660

657
852
951

1,154
647
920

S · ~ Fall,
prmg, "ummel', I August- Entire year

May I June-July September I

Year Spring I Summer' Fall I Entire year

1935___________________ • __ 4,793 6,840 3.431 14,022
1936______________________ 4,333 6,882 7.510 21.3021937______________________ 2. 801 6.308 6,512 20,0021938______________________

3,856 6,330 5,864 17.9711939____ • __ •_• __ •_________ 4.716 7,720 4.&,0 16, 6481940___ ._. _. _____ •________ 9.806 10.040 5,917 20,4611941.___________ •_________ 3,91',3 6.037 5.288 17.41',81942______ •• ______________ 5,870 4.589 4,445 14.550
1943._. _._ ••• _____________ 3.188 3,203 5,357 16.711
1944._______ ._._ • __ • __ •_._ 3.370 4,194 4.528 14,735
1945________ • __ ., __ • _. __ ._ 2,277 4,588 4,233 14,411

TABLE 7.-0a·1CltZ"ted amount· of fishing effQ1·t expended
toward the- eaptu1'C ot chinook salmon-inside the Oolum
b·ia River, in units of 19.1,0 gill-n·et fisherman-weeks

[Tbousand~ of pounds]

The year 1940, particularly in the spring and
summer seasons (table 7), is anomalous, and it was
thought at first that this might be an artifact re
sulting from the method of estimating zero
catches. In order to explore this possibility, the
entire analysis for the spring and summer runs
was recalculated, eliminating the estimation of
zero catches. The recalculated data, however, still
showed 1940 to represent as much of an anomaly
as it did in the original figures, and it must be
concluded that the unusually high alDount of ef-

TABLE 6.-Landings of chi-nook salmon. inside the
Oolumbia River

[Tbousands of pounds]

Year

ing effort was downward during the period cov
ered. This is contrary to the widespread impres
sion that fishing effort has been steadily increas
ing. It is of course possible that increases in
efficiency of gear might offset some of the apparent
decline, but it hardly seems reasonable that they
would be sufficient to nullify the 16 percent de
crease from the average of the first 6 years to that
of the last 5.

1935. __ •••• _•• • _
1936 • __ •_. _
1937 __ • • • • __
1938__ • • • •__
1939 •__ • _
1940 _
1941. ••• _. __ •• _
1942 ._. •• __
1943__ ._._ •__ • _
19H • •• _._. _•• _
1945. • • _
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ESTIMATION OF TOTAL ABUNDANCE

Formulae and Assumptions

It has been very clearly demonstrated by various
workers, particularly Ricker (1940, 1944), that a
cateh-per-unit-of-effort index is not ordinarily a
direct measure of abundance of a fish populntion.
In order to proceed from catch-per-unit to abun
dance it is necessary to make certain calculations, .
the type of calculation depending on the type of
fishery. The type of fishery under eonsideration
here is analogous to Ricker's (1944) type lA, in
which there is assumed to be no significant natural
mortality during the fishing season. In this type,
providing absolute abundltllce is known for one
of a pair of years, and total eatch and total effort
are known for both, it is possible to calculate the
size of the stock for the second year by Ricker's
(1940) fornrrula (19) :

12 log (1-711'2)
--
Ii log (1-nbJ.)

where f= amount of effort expended and 1n= rate
of exploitation or percentage of the stock taken
by the fishery during the fishing season. In a
later report (1944) Ricker shows this formula
to be equivalent to an earlier one proposed by
Baranov (1918).

12 P2

h Pi
where 1) is the instantaneous exploitation rate
corresponding to the seasonal rate ?n.

Regarding the applicability of these formulae
to anadromous fisheries, Ricker sa.ys in his 1940
paper:

Such a fisllery can be shown to conform to relation
ship (19) * * !I', given the assumptions of (a.) un
changing amount of fishing gear in use within each fish
ing season, and its u'niform efficiency (01" a reasonable
approximation to these conditions); and (b) a uniform
pattern of anival and departure of the fish. between suc
cessive years * * *

As to (a), this ean hardly be said to be true of
the Columbia River fishery for chinook salmon.
Data from table 6 show that the average numbers
of fisherman-weeks expended during the 1935-45
period were 4,452 for spring, 6,066 for summer and
5,268 for fall. Since the respective average num
bers of fishing weeks in these parts of the season
were 3.7, 8.5, and 7.7 during 1935-45, the average
nmnbers of units of gear (in terms of 1940 gill

nets) in use for each were 1,203, 714, and 684 re-
" 'spectlvely. Whether or not these figures repre-

sent a reasonable approximation to uniformity is
questionable, but it will be shown later that the
calculation does yield more consistent results than
the simple use of cateh-per-unit. As far as as
sumption (b) is concerned, the data available (a
series of detailed catches and counts at Bonneville
Dam for the years 1938-43) indicate that, although
there is some variation in migration pattern, it is
relatively constant.

As stated above, we nrrust have a. measure of ab
solute abundance for at least 1 year in order to use
the formula. Fortunately, it is not necessary to
make a completely blind guess. In the year 1945
we have the Bonneville Dam (fig. 1) count and a
reasonably accurate measure of the commercial
river catch below Bonneville Dam (obtained by
dividing the recorded cateh in pounds by average
weights based on samples taken throughout the
season and in the various parts of the river as see
Silliman, Rich, and Bryant, 1948). It is only
necessary to add to the sum of these an estimate of
the number of fish spawning below Bonneville
Dam, of which we have no count. Such an esti
mate has been made, based on actual stream ob
servations of trained biologists and egg takes at
hatcheries; a summary of the data is given in
table 8. It. would be preferable, in the abundance
calculations, to deal entirely with numbers of fish.' ,
but thIS would preclude the extension of the series
to years earlier than 1939, the earliest season for
which adequate data on average weights (for con
verting eatches from pOJmds to munbers) are avail
able. The average weights of catches a.re there
fore applied to escapements and counts, as set forth
in table 8, thereby effecting a conversion of all data
to pounds. .

TABLE 8.-EBtima.te of retl/.1"n of ohinook Balmon to the
Oolu'III·bia Ri'vel' in 1945

Number
Average

Segment of return weight of Pounds of
offish IIsb IIsh

(pounds)

Catch below Bonneville Dam 1_______ 569.556 21.0 11,956.000
Estimated esc.'lpement below Bonne-ville Dam __________________________ 70.000 '21.0 1,470.000Bonneville count _____________________ 297.488 a14.1 4.196.515

TotaL__________________________ 937.044 18.8 17,622,515

I Exclusive of high seas troll cateb.
• Assumed to he same as average welgbt of catch helow Bonneville
I Assumed to be same 3S average weight of catch above Bonneville:
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The estimate of 1945 esc.apement below Bonne
ville Dam is admittedly subject to error, and this
matter will be discussed further.

Calculations and Results

Although the data up to this point in the report
have been dealt with by sections of the season cor
responding to spring run, summer run, and fall
run, the treatment hereafter will be confined to
summaries for the entire year. It is felt that the
determinations of abundance are not sufficiently
precise to warrant their application to periods
shorter than a full year.

The first step in the ca1c.ulations is to obtain the
seasonal rate of exploitation or fishing intensity,
11/., for 1945. Rounding the estimate from table
8, the total return is 17,600,000 pounds; the catch
from table 6 is 13,287,000 pounds. Dividing
catch by return gives 75.5 percent as the seasonal
·rate of exploitation. 'By means of tables such as
those of Ricker (1944, table 1; 1948, appendix)
such rates of exploitation can be converted to
instantaneous mortality rates (this is done under
the assumption that natural mortality is negligi
ble during the salmon fishing season). The in
stantaneous mortality rate p corresponding to
the seasonal rate of 75.5 percent is 1.41; it is used
to facilitate the succeeding calculations. Such an
instantaneous rate corresponds to n times the pro
portion of fish dying in one-nth of a season, when
n is a very large number (actually p is the limit
approached as n approaches infinity) ; in the pres
ent instance approximately 0.141 percent of the
fish would die in 1/1000 of the season.

TABLE 9.-Estim.ated Sea80'lw·Z rate Of ellJpZoitMion and
retm"n of OoZumbia· R-i-ve1' chinook 8aZm-o'n

Lower estimate Median estimate Upper estimate
.-

Year Seasonal Seasonal Seasonal
rate of Return, rate or Return, rate of Return,

cxploita- 1,000 exploita· 1,000 exploita· 1,000
tion,per· pounds tion, per· pounds tion, per· pounds
centage centage centage

------------
1935•••••••_ 81. 6 18,600 74.6 20,300 68.6 22, 100

·1936••• _____ 92.3 17,300 87.5 18,300 82.8 19,300
1937•••_••__ 91.7 20,300 86.6 21,500 81. 7 22,800
1938_••_._•• 88.6 14,200 82.6 15,300 77.2 16,300
1939•••••••_ 86.6 15,800 80.2 17,100 74.6 18,400

·1940. _•• _. __ 91.5 15,000 86.3 16,000 81.6 16,900
1941. _._ •••_ 87.9 26,900 81.7 28,900 76.3 31,000
1942•••_._•• 82.8 23,000 75.8 25,100 69.9 27.300
1943•••••••• 86.7 13,300 80.4 14,400 74.8 15,400
1944•••••••• 83.1 17,200 76.3 18,800 70.5 20,300
1945••_••••• 82.5 16,100 75.5 17,600 69.6 19,100

By use of the formula f2/f1=P2/P1 given above,
the value of p for 1944 can be calculated. Thus

from table 7, the amounts of effort expended, 14,
411 and 14,735 fisherman weeks for 1945 and 1944
respectively, give f2/11=1.0225 (1944 is consid
ered season number 2 in this calculation). Mul
tiplying the 1945 value of P (1.41) by 1.0225 gives
1.78 as the 1944 value of p. By a series of similar
calculations the series of p values is extended back
to·1935. By the use of the aforementioned Rick
er~s tables these values of p are converted to values
of m (percentage take of the fishery). Applying
the values of 'In to the inside catches from table 6
gives a series of estimated poundage returns (me
dian estimate) of chinook salmon to the Columbia
·River (table 9).

As noted previously, the estimate of 1945 es
capement below Bonneville Dam is subject to er
1'01'; we can, however, establish certain reasonable
limits within which we can feel reasonably sure
the true value lies. The lower limit is fixed, since
the escapement ca.nnot have been less than zero.
There is, of course, no theoretical upper limit, but
I feel that the accuracy of the estimated escape
ment is such that the actual escapement would not
be greater than twice the estimated. The reason
able limits of error therefore can be established by
using zero, or twice the estimate, for the escape
ment below Bonneville Dam. In the former in
stance we subtract the estimated below Bonneville
escapement for 1945 (table 8) of 1,500,000 pounds
from the estimated 17,600,000-pound total return
to obtain a lower estimate of 16,100,000 pounds.
In the latter instance the "below Bonneville" es
timate .is added instead of subtracted, giving a
19,100,000-pound upper estimate. The lower es
timate and upper estimate were extended back to
1935 in the same manner as described above for
the median estimate.

All three estimates are given in table 9 and fig
ure 6. It is readily apparent from the figure that
anyone of the three estimates would lead to sim
ilar conclusions insofar as fluctuations in relative
abundance are concerned, and it has been men
tioned previously that relative abundance is the
chief concern of this study. Because it uses the
best available estimate of escapement below
Bonneville, the median estimate series can be con
sidered to contain the most probable estimates of
return, and it will be used in the subsequent treat
ments of this report.
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TABLF: lO.-Estimate(f, spawn.ing csca.pement of cll.inoolc
Rnlmon in the Oolumbia Ri"er obtained by 81tbtraotillg
entire year catches in taUe 6 from median estimate
of /'ctlrrn in table 9

ent study an estimate of esc.apement is easily c~l

culated by subtracting from the estimated returns
in table 9 the inside catches ill table 6; the resulting
calculated escapements are given in table 10.

Since Columbia River chinook salmon are pre
dominantly 4 years old when they return to the
river, the return of any given year is linked to
the escapement 4 years earlier. The data so linked
are plotted as points on the scatter diagram of
figure 7. Because of the 4-year lag in retum, the
11 seasons of the analysis yield only 7 points. It
is obvious from the figure that, within the range of
escapements from 1935 to 1941, there was no close
relationship between escapement and return. This
does not, of course, mean that there is no rela
tionship. We know, for instance, that at zero
escapement there would be zero return, and that
at some high eseapement level the return must be
gin to decline. Appa,rently other factors affecting
the return, and possible inaccuracies of measure
ment, obscure the true relation. The matter of the
effect of other factors will be taken up again below
under Stream Flow and Temperature.

5,128 1941.. ._. _
2,302 1942 ._
2,896 1943 _
2,702 1944 _
3,399 1945.- _
2.230

5.283
6.039
2.853
4.492
4,313

Escanement
(thonsands
or pounds)

Year
Escapement
(thousands
or pounds)

Year

1935 • •_.
1936 • __ • _
1937 • _
1938 _
19.39 ._
1940 _

o 1935 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
YEAR

FIGURE 6.-Lower, median, and upper estimates of returns
of chinook salmon to the Columbia River, derived as
explained in the text.
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It was noted under Formulae and Assumptions
that Ricker's (1940) postulate" (a)" of unchang
ing amount of gear during the season does not
strictly hold for the Columbia River chinook fish
ery. This raises the question of the applicability
of the formula.e used in the calculations above.
If the abundance estimate represents any im
provement at all over the raw catch-per-unit in
dex, then its use is justified. Such an improve
ment would be demonstrated if the abundance es
timate were correlated more highly than the catch
per-unit index with a natural variable affecting
the reproduction of salmon. A variable of this
type, stream How in the brood season, will be dis
cussed below; it is pertinent to note here that the
coefficient of its correlation with abundance esti
mate is 0.520, while with catch-per-unit index it

is only 0.305. Thus, in addition to the logic of
using the abundance estimate, there is the addi
tional justification of improved correlation with a
natural variable known to affect salmon spawning.

FACTORS AFFECTING ABUNDANCE

Escapement and the Fishery

The escapement of mature salmon to the spawn
ing beds is usually thought to be one of the major
variables affecting the subsequent return; most
salmon-fishery regulations are based on this idea.
There have been few quantitative demonstrations
of such a relationship, however, and beyond the
recognized fact that there must be some seeding of
the gra.vel beds to get any retum, most of the re
mainder is conjecture. For the years of the pres-

It was shown in table 9 that the fishing inten
sities or rates of exploitation during 1935-45 were
high, ranging from 75 to 88 percent, with a me.an
of 81 percent (median estimate), indicating a pro
found influenc.e of the fishery on the esc.apement.
Unfortunately, as shown above, the range of es
capement covered in the present study is not great
enough to indicate the relationship between escape
ment and return; therefore no relation (if such
there be) between the fishery and return is demon
sti-able. It seems reasonably certain that if the
calculations were carried b:tekward to the earlier
years of the fishery, such a relation could be shown
to exist, because of the much wider range of fish
ing intensities that would be covered.
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30..------------------,

Stream Flow and Temperature

Stream flow is one of the natural variables
known by direet observation to affect salmon re
production. Its effect is felt in severa.! ways.

Since the escapement did not vary significantly
during the period of study, as far as any demon
strable relation between escapement and return is
concerned, the analyses below will be earried on as
if the escapement were constant. This simplifies
the calculations and permits the use of 11 instead
of 7 pairs of observations in the correlations.

041

I Estimated on basis of stream surveys, counts at dams, and takes of eggs
at hatcheries.

I Rclei'S to map. fig. 8.
- Riparia to September 1935; Clarkston after September 1935.

TABLE H.-Stream-gaging stations whose "ecords 1cere
1/sed in calc1/Za.tillg weighted mean "/ul-off in the Colum
bia Bi-uer e7tinook-su-bnon spa1vning a·reas

Esti· Gaging stations
mated
per-

Drainage cent· Riversage of
Name Num·

e&- ber l
cape-

ment I

Grays River and Wash· 12 Cowlitz________ Castle Rock, I
ington tributaries other Wash.
than those listed below.

Lewis and Kalama Rlv· 8
Lewls__________ Ariel, Wash_.__ 2

ers.
Lower Oregon tributaries_ 4 Sandy__________ Bull Run, Ore- 3

Wlllamette River________ Willamette____ .
gon (near).

10 Salem, Oregon_ 4
Kliekitat and Wind Riv· 2 KliekitaL_____ Pitt, Wash. 5

ers. (near).
Little and Big White 6 White Salmon_ Husum, Wash_ 6

Salmon Rivers.
Deschutesalld John Day 2 Desehutes______ Moody, Oreg___ 7

Rivers and Upper Ore-
gon tributaries.

Snake and Main Colum- 51 Snake__________
R~arla and 8,0

his Rivers. larkston,
Wash.-

Yakima River_. ____ •____ 2 Yakima________ CleElum, 10
Wash.

All tributaries above 3 Wenatehee_____ Peshastin, 11
Rock Island Dam. Wash.

stream flow. Salmon have· actually been seen
blocked during low-water periods. The purpose,
then, is rather to attempt to assess the relative im
portance of this variable as compared with ot11ers
known to affect salmon reproduction and survival.
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FIGURE 7.-Scatter diagram of estimated (median esti
mate) return against estimated escapement in the brood
year (4 years before year of return). Numbers refer
to year of return.

First, the upstream migrating salmon have much
easier access to good gravel for spawning beds dur
ing years of high stream flow; many faUs, and
stretches of river affected by dams, are serious
obstacles during low but not during high water.
Second, high flows dilute polluted waters (such as
those of the Willamette River near Portland)
which during low water constitute barriers to both
upstream and downstream migrants. Finally,
high water durillg the hatching period is more
favorable than low water to the escape of t.he fry
from the gravel and their subsequent downstream
migration.

In this study, therefore, we are not trying to
determine whether or !lot there is any effect of

A number of measures of stream flow are used,
hut the most convenient for the present study has
been found to be the annual run-off in acre feet.
This measure of total volume of flow is recorded
by monthly units in the Surface Water Supply of
the United States, papers of the United St.ates
Geological Survey. The data for the Columbia
and its tributaries are contained in part 12, Pacific
Slope Basins in Washington and Upper Columbia
River Basin, and part 1~, Pacific Slope Basins in
Oregon and Lower Columbia River Basin~ The:
records are available for a great number of stream
gaging stations, and some selection is necessary.

Gaging station records for this study were se
lected on the lilasis of continuity of record over the
required period, and on adequate representation
of the important salmon-spawning drainages. A
total of 10 such stations was selected: Their 10-·
cation in relation to the estimated distribution of
the chinook salmon escapement is indicated in table
11 and figure 8.
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TABLE 12.-lVeigl£ted. mean· run.-off, season. Ma1l1-Apr. SO,
Columbia RiI'er chi'llook-s(dmon. spa'Wn;in.g sf'reams

The weighted seasonal run-offs were paired with
the estimated returns from table 9, 4 years later,
that is, the 1931-32 run-off season was paired with
the 1935 return; this was because, as mentioned
above, chinook salmon are predominantly 4 years

The selection of the "flow season" used was based
on the bcts of chinook-salmon life history. Ma
ture adults of this species begin to enter the Co
hllnbia River tributaries around May 1, spawning
takes place in the summer and fall, incubation in
the fall and winter, and most of the down-stream
migration into the main river is complete by April
30. Thus the flow senson, May 1 through April30,
has been chosen for the calculation of seasonal
run-off. The annual May-April run-off was de
termined for each of the stations in table 11, the
sums weighted by the estimated percentage escape
ments also given in table 11, and the weighted mean
calculated; results aTe given in table 12.

Season

1931-32-.. • _
1932-33.__ • • __
1933-34. _
1934-35. ._
1935-36. •• _
1936-37••• •

Ruu-off
(thousand of

acre-feet)

14.890
19,946
24,692
13.219
17.002
15.860

Season

1937--38 _
1938--39 • _
1939-40 _
1940-41.. _
1941-42. • __

Run-ol'f
(thousand of

acre-feet)

18,678
20,956
16,861
14,785
18,483

........ .... -.....

SCALE OF MILES
q ,2f 4,0 if ,89 10,0

FIGURE S,-Available (1944) salmon-spawning streams of the Columbia Rin~r showing location of stream-gaging (tri
angles) and temperatm'e-observlltion (round dots) stations from which records were used In calculating weighted
mean run-off and winter temperature. Numbers 1-11 refer to table 11, and 12-31 to table 13, Shows only parts of
streams actually available for spawning.
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, Estimated on basis of stream surveys, connts lit dams, and quantities of
eggs taken at hal·eheries.

SReJers to map, fig. 8.

TABLE 13.-Stations whose teffl1Jeratu,re "eeot'ds 1vere used
i,~ calculating H'eighted '/Ileal/. winter tempel"a·tul"e for
Columbia Rivel" chinook sa1mon spawning at'eas

31

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
'J:T
28
29
30

3______ Wintbrop, Wash _

10 {Longview, WlISh _
--.-- Kosmos. Wash _

10 {Salem.Oreg _
----- Eugene,Oreg _

White Salmon, Wash__
The Dalll'S, Oreg _
Umatilla,Ore!!: _
Kennewick, Wasb _
Pomeroy, Wasb _
Nezperce, Idaho _
Cove, Idaho _
Josepb,Oreg _
New MeadOWS, Idaho_Challis, Idaho _
Parma, Idaho _

6______ Yakima, Wasb _

Est!- Station
mated

per-
Drainage eentage

of os- Name No.Srope-
mentl

Little, Big White Salmon, and Snake 57_•• __
Rivers, and the main Columbia
River betwe~n Bonneville Dam
lind Rock Island Dam.

{

Astoria,oreg _
Columbia River below Bonneville 14_____ Portland.Oreg _

Dam, other than Willamette and Readworks,Oreg _
Cowlitz Rivers.

Cowlitz Rh'er__ • •••• _

Willamette Rlver _

Tributari~s b~twl'Cn Bonneville and
Rock Island other than Snake,
Little, and Big White Salmon
Rivers.

Main Columbia River and tribu
taries above Rock Island Dam.

Nevertheless, such a relation is of interest, and
tlle appropriate data have been analyzed. Monthly
average temperatures are given in the annual sum
maries of the series Climatological Data issued by
the United States Weather Bureau. A total of 20
representative stntions listed in the Orpgon, 'Wash
ington, and Idaho sections of the summaries was
selected; criteria of selection were the same as
mentioned for stream-gaging stations. A list of
the stations is given in table 13, and their location
is shown in figure 8. Simple averages of the De
cember through February means were calculated

such an effect on sockeye-salmon eggs in the Fraser
River is pointed out by Rounsefell and Kelez 1938:
778), the relation is even more complicated than
is the case with regard to stream flow. In general,
severe winters result in some freezing of eggs.
This effect is dependent to some extent, however,
on the amount of protection afforded the spawn
ing-nests or redds by snow cover. Also, in winters
of alternate severe freezes and rapid thaws, there
is damage to the redds through the scouring effect
of the large ice cakes as they pass downstream.
The net result of such effects is to obscure to a
considerable extent any relation between winter
temperatures in the brood season and the return
4 years later.

of age (starting from egg deposition) when they
return to the river. In figure 9 return is plotted
against run-off, and the line of least-squares fit is
shown. The coefficient of correlation is 0.520, and
with 9 degrees of freedom the value of Pis O.I.

The above value of P would not ordina.rily be
considered to indicate a significant correlation.
However, as stated, the purpose of the regression
is to indicate relative rather than absolute effect.
Statisticians consider that in a correlation the
square of the coeffieient indicates the proportion of
fluctuations in the dependent variable associated
with those in the independent variable; on this
basis 27 percent of the fluctuations in return are
associated with those in stream flow. The actual
effect of flow on return is probably much greater
than this, however, since the true relationship is
obscured by such disturbing elements as varia
tion in time and place of spawning, inaccuracies
introduced by variable marine survival, and devi
ation from the 4-year spawning cycle. In regard
to the last item, an analysis of the 2,677 returns
from a marking experiment of Harlan B. Holmes
showed that only about two-thirds of the returning
fish were 4-year olds; the rema-ining one-third con
sisting of two-, three-, five-, and six-yea.r olds.

Although winter temperatures are known to
affect survival of salmon eggs (the possibility of

30

o 5 10 15 20 25 30
WEIGHTED RUNOFF(BROOD SEASONI,IOOO'S OF 'ACRE FT.

FIGURE 9.-Regression of estimated (median estimate)
return on weigbted 1\:Ia~'-April run-off in tbe brood sea
son (4 years before year of return). Line shown is
least·squllres fit. Numbers refer to year of return.
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TABLE 14.-lVeighted avera.ge ,vinter (DecembC1' through
Feb'·II.ary) temperat'ures for OoZumbia River chinook
saZmon spq-wning area-s

(table 14); weighting in accordance with esti
mated percentn.ge distribution of chinook salmon
escapement was n.chieved by ma.king the numbers
of stations in each drainn.ge proportional to such
percentage.

Winter

1931-32.. •
193~3 ._
1933-34. _
1934-35_. _
1935-36 _
1936-37 _

Teml'erature
C F.)

31.1
30.3
40.8
36.4
30.9
28.4

Winter

1937-38__ •_. _
1938-39_. _. • _
1939-40. _
1940-41 _
1941--42 _

Temperature
Co F.)

37.3
34.9
37.4
37.0
32. 7

winter temperatures. The reason for expecting
this lies in the fact that once streams are high
enough to prevent blockage of fish, and once win
ters are warm enough to avoid freezing of eggs,
there is little or no improvement from further
increases. It is entirely possible, in fact, that at
high enough temperatures and flows reproduction
of the salmon would actually be impaired, so
that the curves would have a descending as well
as an ascending limb.

It was mentioned above under Escapement and
the Fishery that such variables as flow and tem-

30r--WO--------------...041

o 25 30 35 40 45 50
WEIGHTED MEAN TEMPERATURE.IBROOD WINTER). OF

FIGURE 10.-Regression of estimated (median estimate)
return on weighted winter temperature in the brood
winter (4 years before year of return). Line shown
is least-squares fit. Numbers refer to year of return.

perature might obscure the relation between
escapement and return. By use of the regression
lines of figures 9 and 10, it is possible to make an
adjustment of the return data which will par
tially eliminate the effect of variations in stream
flow and temperature. This is done by comput
ing the deviation from mean return of the p.oints
on each of the regression lines corresponding to
each yearly flow and temperature, and subtract
ing these deviations from the original "raw"
returns.

The calculated weather adjustments, along with
the unadjusted and adjusted returns, are given in
table 15, covering the return years of the scatter

Pairing of winter temperature sen.sons with re
turn years was done in the same manner as with
stream flows (described above) and a regression
of return on temperature was made (fig. 10). The
coefficient of correlation (0.331) for the least
squares line shown does not indicn.te significance
in the statisticn.l sense. Here again, however, the
true nature of the relation has been obscured by
other variables. In addition to those mentioned
in connection with stream flows, and in the para
graph before the preceding one, there are many
other minutiae of the relationship which cannot
be recognized in a general, over-all treatment like
the present.

Obviously, more detailed study of the effects of
both stream flow and temperature would be neces
sary for an accurate appraisal. About all the
studies presented herein accomplish is to indicate
the relative importance of the two variables. Tak
ing the squares of the correlation coefficients (0.210
for stream flow and 0.114 for temperature), it
would appear that stream flow is about twice as
important as temperature in affecting fluctuations
in return, within the range of flows and tempera
tures experienced during the period of the analy
sis. Because of the rough nature of the relation
ships found, they were not combined into a
multiple regression for the purpose of more pre
cisely determining relative effect of the two in
dependent variables.
If the relations of return with stream flow and.

temperature could be more exactly defined, it
would probably be found that they were cm'vi
linear rather than rectilinear, and that a level
ing off occurred at both high waters and high
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o I 2 3 4 56
ESCAPEMENT, MILLIONS OF POUNDSIBROOD YEAR)

FIGURE n.-Scatter diagram of estimated (median esti
mate) return, adjusted for effect of stream flow and
temperature, against estimated escapement in the
brood year (4 years before year of return). Numbers
refer to year of return.

diagram of figure 7. A new diagram of escape
ment-return relation, using the adjusted returns,
is shown in figure 11. Obviously an insufficient
proportion of the disturbance of extraneous
variables has been removed to bring out the real
nature of the relationship; a significant escape
ment-return relation has still not been demon
strated.

3.33
6.06
9.97
9.30
4.24
8.43
3.33

19.0
19.7
27.0
22.6
13.9
19.7
18.0

Ratio.
return
escape
ment

17.1
16.0
28.9
25.1
14.4
18.8
17.6

+1.3
+2.4
-1.1
-.3

-1.1
-1.1
+.5

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

+0.6
+1.3
-.8

-2.2
+.6

+2.0
-.1

5.13
2.30
2.90
2.70
3.40
2.23
5.28

17.1
16.0
28.9
25.1
14.4
18.8
17.6

Unadjusted Adjustment Adjustment Adjusted
returns for stream Cor tern· returns

lIow perature

Year oC escapement

1935 • _
1936 • _
1937 • _
1938 • _
1939 _
1940 • _
1941. • • _

---------1------------

TABLE 16.-Esti.ma·ted esoapements and returns, for corre
sponding years, of Oolu·m.bia River chin,ook salmon, and
ratios Of f"eturn to escapement

[All data are In millions oC pounds]

Some light might be thrown on the question by
comparing the returns of chinook salmon to the
Columbia River before and after 1942 (Bonne
ville Dam was completed in 1938, and the chinook
salmon return predominantly as 4-year fish).
From table 9 the average median estimate return
for the years 1935-41 is 19,600,000 pounds, while
for 1942-45 it is. 19,000,000 pounds. This slight
decrease is shown by Student's (Fisher 1941) t
test not to be significant (P=O.8).

Perhaps a better way to appraise the effect of
Bonneville Dam, although it is sacrificial of data,
is to analyze the ratios of returns from escape
ments before and after completion of the struc
ture. The comparable returns and escapements,
and the ratios between them, are given in table
16. The mean ratio of return for 1935-37 escap~

ments is 6.75, and for 1938-41 it is 6.32. Here
again Student's t test shows the slllall difference
not to be significant (P=O.8).

Thus, as far as the present study is concerned,
no significa,nt effect of Bonneville Dam CRn be
demonstrated. The loss of downstream migrants
alluded to above, however, indicates that there
lllust have been some effect; it is no doubt obscured
in the data of this report by the effects of other
variables.

Year of return

TABLE 15.-Adjllstment of median. estimate retflfflS for
effect of stream flow and temp~rature

[All data are in millions of pounds]

1939__ ••• _•• _. ._
1040•• • • _
1941. • • _
1942 • _
1943 ._. _
1944 • __
1945 • •__ •
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Dams

As a result of the completion in recent years of
such huge structures as Bonneville Dam and
Grand Coulee Dam, and the imminent construc
tion of several others of similar proportions, much
controversy has arisen as to the effect of such
projects on the runs of salmon. Although the
loss of spawning ground above Grand Coulee Dam
has been compensated for by transference of runs
to other streams (Fish and Ha,navan 1948), there
have been claims that Bonneville Dam, despite
the fishways in operation there, has caused a de
cline in the runs. Indeed, Harlan B. Holmes has
reported some loss of juvenile salmon as they pass
downstream over the dllm and through the tur
bines, but the ultimate effect of this on the returns
is not yet clearly understood.
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Anomalous Seasons

Throughout the various regressions studied
above, two fishing seasons more than any others
have failed to conform to the indicated relation
ships j 1941 has been invariably "high" and 1943
invaria.bly "low" (figs. 9 and 10). If these seasons
were eliminated from the regressions the correla~

tions wo~l1d be greatly improved. Such elision,
however, is not justifiable unless it can be sup
ported on valid a p1·i.m'i fj1'ownds. In the present
instance no such grounds could be found, and the
anoma.lous years were of necessity included with
the rest of the seasons in the regressions. Further
detailed study of the survival conditions in the cor
responding brood seasons (1937~38 and 1939-40)
should be made in order to determine the reasons
for the anomalously high and low returns.

A suggestion as to the direction which such a
study might follow has be,en made by Dr. L. A.
Walford. He has pointed out to me that there
is a genera.! correspondence between salinities off
California., as reported in his study of the relation
between salinity and year-class strength in the
sardine (Walford 1946) , nnd the returns of salmon
two years later. It is particularly noteworthy in
connection with the anomalies mentioned above
that the highest and lowest salinities reported in
Walford's pa,per occur in 1939 and 1941, respec
tively. If the condition reflected in these salinities
is coastwide, and if this condition encourages the
growth of organisms on which salmon feed, a valid
rela.tionship may readily be postulated. With the
present data it is not possible to obtain a significant
correlation, but further study of the relationship
should be made.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the objectives mentioned in the intro
duction was to set forth in detail methods of cal
culating catch-per-unit-of-effort and of estimating
abundance. It is believed that the second, third,
and fourth major sections of this report present
a sufficiently detailed explanation that anyone
studying them can reproduce the calculations.
Further, it is felt that the methods used are flexible
enough so that they may be applied in other sea
sons and to other species of salmon.

The abunaance index for chinook salmon should
be extended back to the beginning of the available
record at the earliest practicable moment (the
writer waS prevented from doing so by extraneous

circumstances) . 'When this has been done it will
be possible to stndy the effect of changes in fishing
intensity and other varinbles much greater than
any that occurred during the 1935-45 period of
the present report. Years subsequent to 1945
should also be added as soon as the data. become
available, in order to provide It continuing measure
of abundnnce for current information.

The second major objective was'to make n pre
liminary apprnisa.l of factors influencing fluctua
tions in abundance. Foul' such variables have
been considered: (1) The fishery through its ef
fect on escapement, (2) stream flow through its
effect on upstream and downstream migrntion,
(3) winter temperature through its effect on sur
vival of the incubat.ing eggs, and (4) dams through
their effect on upstream and downstream migra
tion. It has been shown that the data of this
study do not indicate a.ny effect of (1) and (4)
during the period covered, although there are un
doubtedly effects which are obscured in the data
by other variables.

Stream flow and temperature nmy be positively
associated, but data were insufficient to establish
a statistical significance. As both variables are
known by direct observation to affect salmon re
production, the correlations may be used as rough
relative measures of the respective effects on fluc
tuations in return of adult salmon. Stream flow
appeared to be about twice as important as tem
perature.

Regarding the course of abundance levels in
genernl, the curves of figure 6 certainly do not
indicate any well-marked trend, either upward or
downward. Values of the catch-per-unit index
(fig. 4) for the various parts of the fishing season
(roughly indicative of broad changes in abun
dance level) show a decline for the spring and
summer runs offset by an increase for the fall run.
This finding is in keeping with current theories
of fishery biologists studying the Columbia River
salmon runs.

It is well in conclusion to reiterate once 1110re
the fact that this study has applied only to the
chinook-salmon runs as they enter the river. The
large ocean-troll-fishery takes its toll of the. fish be
fore they arrive at the locale of the analysis, and
this toll may well have a considerable effect on
abundance. Unfortunately, daht susceptible of
an abundance analysis nre not available for the
troll fishery for the period of this study.
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1948. Methods of estimating vital statistics of fish pop
ulations. Indiana Univ. Publ., Sci. Ser. No. 15, 101
pp., 12 tables, 13 figs., appendix.
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Bank, Puget Sound and the Fraser River. U. S.
Bur. Fish., Bull. No. 27 (vol. 49), pp. 693-823, 58
tables, 29 figs.
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chinook salmon, Ono07'hyncl/u8 t8cha·tvyfscha. U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Spec. Sci. Rept. No. 50, 10
tables, 4 figs.

SILLIMAN, R. P., W. H. RICH, and F. G. BRYANT
1948. Intraseasonal and interseasonal variations in

average weight of Columbia River chinook salmon
(Oncorhynchus tschatt>ytscha.), 1939-45. U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Special Sci. Rept. No. 34, 11 pp.,
18 tables, 5 figs.
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of the pacific sardine (SanUnops caerulea) and sa
linity of the sea water. Sears Foundation, Jour.
Mar. Res., vol. 6, No.1, pp. 48--03, tables 1-4, fig. 13.

6. Catch-per-unit-of- effort index was converted
to estimated size of return by use of the formula
'Pd'Pl = IdA, where I is fishing effort and 'P is "in
stantaneous rate of fishing mortality."

7. Estimated returns varied from 14.4 to 28.9
millions of pounds, with a mean of 19.4.

8. Estimated fishing intensity varied from 75
to 88 percent, with a mean of 81 percent.

9. Calculated escapements ranged for 2.23 to
6.04 millions of pounds. This range was not suf
ficiently great to permit the demonstration of a
relationship between escapement and return.

10. Positive correlations (not statistically sig
nificant) suggested that stream flow is about twice
as important as winter temperature in affecting
fluctuations in return.

11. Ratio of return to escapement varied from
3.33 to 9.97, with a mean of 6.51.

12. No significant effect of Bonneville Dam
could be demonstrated, either by comparing re
turns or by comparing ratios of return to escape
ment.

13. The season of 1941 was invariably high and
1943 invariably low in all regression treatments.
A possible relation of these anomalies with ocean
salinities is suggested.
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SUMMARY

1. The source material of this study consists of
cannery-ledger entries indicating the daily de
liveries by certain selected gill-net fishermen, in
pounds of chinook salmon, to receiving stations in
the lower part of the Columbia River.

2. "Zero catches" were estimated on the basis
that a fisherman would be considered fishing dur
ing a given week eve.n though he made no catch,
providing he made deliveries in either the pre
ceding or the succeeding week, and providing that
at least 10 percent of the other fishermen made
only one catch.

3. Deliveries were summed in weekly units and
compared with those of adjacent seasons, week by
week and fisherman by fisherman.

4. Catch-per-fisherman-week data were linked
into a series covering the 11 seasons 1935-45, using
the "chain-link" method.

5. Total fishing effort expended in the Columbia
River, in terms of 1940 gill-net fisherman-weeks,
was computed by dividing the "inside" river catch
by the catch-per-fisherman-week, for each year.
In general the expenditure of effort was declining
during the period of the study.

o


